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they were afraid of the "unorthodox" tactics used by liquid ocelot and solidus snake in their fight, predicting that it would lead to the destruction of kojima productions, as well as not being able to pull it off. but fortunately for the patriots, their plan to kill the patriots'
project was the same concept, as for a similar reason they failed to pull it off as well, and due to having snake's movements tracked, it was dismantled by solid snake at the last second. the patriots' ais were also known for thinking ahead and thinking of the possible
consequences to their actions when planning to destroy the patriots' project. for example, in the metal gear solid: the adventure quest timeline , they anticipated that the patriots would counter their own attack on the patriots' project by imprisoning otacon, which

they indeed did. also, they considered the consequences of destroying the patriots' project would be that they would no longer be able to extract the 7th solid snake from the patriots, which also happened in the timeline. in the anime adaptation of metal gear solid,
the patriots' ais where also seen to have a high influence within the patriots corps, having the rank of "colonel," and having snake's movements tracked. it was also inferred that they, along with the ctu unit, were behind the decision to bring back foxalive virus for
practical reasons, as a countermeasure against the patriots' plan. the anime also indicated the existence of a mariposa network simulator within the foxdipper and snake0 as well as the existence of another foxdipper ais who were capable of copying each other to

make themselves stronger.
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